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This songbook is to be reproduced and distributed FREE OF CHARGE. 
These songs are to be used to BRING DOWN THE CULT OF $CIENTOLOGY! 

Now, go to it, and good luck! 
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Section One – Protest Filks: Repurposed Folksongs to Entertain and Inform 
 
Folk songs are a great way to connect to the cult members still trapped inside; everyone knows the tunes and the lyrics 
can be changed very easily. And, like any folk music, the following songs can be adapted, words can be changed to suit 
purposes, verses added or removed.  
 
L. Ron Hubbard Had a Cult 
With thanks to NightOwl of WWP 
 
(Sung to the tune of “Old MacDonald”) 
 
L. Ron Hubbard had a cult, Epic PR FAIL! 
And in this cult he had some clams, Epic PR FAIL! 
With a cult clam here, and a cult clam there, here a clam there a clam, everywhere a cult clam, 
L. Ron Hubbard had a cult, Epic PR FAIL! 
 
L. Ron Hubbard had a cult, Epic PR FAIL! 
and in this cult he had some tech, Epic PR FAIL! 
With some fake tech here, and some fake tech there, here a tech there a tech, everywhere some fake tech, 
and a cult clam here… 
 
L. Ron Hubbard had a cult, Epic PR FAIL! 
and in this cult he had a bridge,  Epic PR FAIL!  
With a mock bridge here, and a mock bridge there, here a bridge, there a bridge, everywhere a mock bridge, 
and some fake tech here … 
and a cult clam here … 
 
L. Ron Hubbard had a cult, Epic PR FAIL! 
and in this cult he had some clears, Epic PR FAIL! 
With a sham clear here, and a sham clear there, here a clear there a clear, everywhere a sham clear, 
and a mock bridge here… 
and some fake tech here… 
and a cult clam here… 
 
With an S.P. here… 
With a sec check here … 
With an F/N here…  
With an engram here… 
With an OT here… 
With a spy troll here… 
With a stress test here… 
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We Will Reconnect 
(Sung to the tune of ‘We Shall Overcome’) 
 
We shall re-connect, we shall re-connect,  
We shall re-connect some day— 
Deep in my heart, I do believe, 
We shall re-connect some day. 
 
No more RPF, no more RPF, 
No more RPF someday— 
Deep in my heart, I do believe, 
No more RPF someday. 
 
No more Beans and Rice, no more Beans and Rice, 
No more Beans and Rice someday— 
Deep in my heart, I do believe, 
No more Beans and Rice someday. 
 
We’ll be here when you blow, we’ll be here when you blow,  
We’ll be here when you blow someday— 
Deep in my heart, I do believe, 
We’ll be here when you blow someday. 
 
Davey will get his own, Davey will get his own, 
Davey will get his someday— 
Deep in my heart, I do believe, 
Davey will get his someday. 
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All Hail Lord Xenu 
 
(Sung to the tune of, yes, Kumbayah) 
 
All hail Lord Xenu, Xenu Lord! 
All hail Lord Xenu, Xenu Lord! 
All hail Lord Xenu, Xenu Lord! 
All hail Xenu Lord! 
 
Davey’s done, Xenu! Davey’s done! 
Davey’s done, Xenu! Davey’s done! 
Davey’s done, Xenu! Davey’s done! 
All hail Xenu Lord! 
 
Empty Orgs, Xenu! Empty Orgs! 
Empty Orgs, Xenu! Empty Orgs! 
Empty Orgs, Xenu! Empty Orgs! 
All hail Xenu Lord! 
  
Katie’s free, Xenu! Katie’s free! 
Katie’s free, Xenu! Katie’s free! 
Katie’s free, Xenu! Katie’s free! 
All hail Xenu Lord! 
 
Jenna’s gone, Xenu… 
Tick, tock, tick, Xenu… 
Leah blew, Xenu… 
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Oh Davey Boy 
 
(Sung to the Tune of ‘Londonderry Air,’ aka ‘Danny Boy’) 
 
Oh, Davey boy, the clock, the clock is ticking, 
from org to org, from Flag to Gold/IntBase, 
Soon we will free the clams from all your tricking, 
When Karma comes to sit upon your face. 
And then the truth will fin’lly come to haunt you, 
The hens will roost, as thunder hails the flood, 
Then you can run, but know that we will find you, 
Oh, Davey boy, you know your hands are soaked in blood. 
 
And, Davey boy, no matter where you run to, 
know we will follow you until the end, 
With only frozen bank accounts to fund you, 
you’ll find that Jellie is your only friend. 
And when we catch you, then will come your reckoning, 
The truth will out, your power, un-assumed 
And you can cry and cower at our heckling, 
But soon we’ll lock you up inside a padded room. 
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How Can I Keep From Singing? 
 
This one doesn’t need any changing of words. It’s an old, old, old folk song, dear to my heart. There’s no words about 
Scientology, but still it’s absolutely fitting. This is why we sing. 
 
My life goes on in endless song 
Above earth's lamentations, 
I hear the real, though far-off hymn 
That hails a new creation. 
 
Through all the tumult and the strife 
I hear its music ringing, 
It sounds an echo in my soul. 
How can I keep from singing? 
 
While though the tempest loudly roars, 
I hear the truth, it liveth. 
And though the darkness 'round me close, 
Songs in the night it giveth. 
 
No storm can shake my inmost calm, 
While to that rock I'm clinging. 
Since love is lord of heaven and earth 
How can I keep from singing? 
 
When tyrants tremble in their fear 
And hear their death knell ringing, 
When friends rejoice both far and near 
How can I keep from singing? 
 
In prison cell and dungeon vile 
Our thoughts to them are winging, 
When friends by shame are undefiled 
How can I keep from singing? 
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Section Two – Rock and Roll! 
 
These next couple of songs are not folk songs, but they are well known, so well known, in fact, that I’m pretty sure you’ll 
be able to guess which tunes they’re to be sung to. 
 
We Will Defrock You 
 
Davey, you’re a small man, riding for a fall and  
gonna be called on your crimes someday 
you’ve got blood on your hands, pompous lil’ man, 
struttin’ your braid all over the land 
 
Davey, we will, we will, DEFROCK YOU! 
We will, we will, DEFROCK YOU! 
 
Monique Yingling, you greedy ol’ thing, you 
think that the ring of the cash won’t stop, 
you’re a lyin’ bitch, make my fists itch, 
soon your luck’ll change like the flick of a switch. 
 
Davey, we will, we will DEFROCK YOU! 
We will, we will, DEFROCK YOU! 
 
Sea Org Clam, you’re stuck in a scam, 
But we love ya and you’re gonna get free someday, 
Review your case, get the egg off your face, 
And come and rejoin the human race. 
 
Davey, we will, we will DEFROCK YOU! 
We will, we will, DEFROCK YOU! 
 
Hey, public “whale,” lemme tell you a tale, 
How you’re gonna hafta look at the truth some day, 
There are mothers cryin’, children dyin’ 
And you’re still listenin’ to Miscavige’s line? 
 
Davey, we will, we will DEFROCK YOU! 
We will, we will, DEFROCK YOU! 
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Another One Leaves the Org 
 
Let me tell you all a little tale ‘bout a group I think you know, 
They say that they’ve been growing now for over 60 years or so, 
They say that they are doing fine, that everything is cool, 
Well, sorry, Dave, but facts don’t lie, and you’re lookin’ like a fool, cause 
 
Tick, tock, tick 
Another one leaves the Org 
Tick, tock, tick 
Another one leaves the Org 
And another one free, and another one free, 
Another one leaves the Org, 
*Davey, whatcha gonna do? another leaves the Org, and 
Tick, tock, tick  
Tick, tock, tick  
 
Those member dues are paying for a life of luxury, 
Private jets and tailored suits and shoes from Italy, 
While Sea Org members starve and slave he parties ‘round with Tom, 
Enjoy it, Davey, while it lasts, ‘coz Justice is a bomb, and it goes: 
 
Tick, tock, tick 
Another one leaves the Org 
Tick, tock, tick 
Another one leaves the Org 
And another one free, and another one free, 
Another one leaves the Org, 
*Hey, Sea Org , we’re here to rescue you! another leaves the Org, and 
Tick, tock, tick  
Tick, tock, tick  
 
Abortions forced on young adults, and rampant suicide 
Double talk and mind control come standard for this ride 
And to the stars that write the checks and still refuse to see, 
When it finally hits the fan, can you say “complicity?”, coz 
 
 Tick, tock, tick 
Another one leaves the Org 
Tick, tock, tick 
Another one leaves the Org 
And another one free, and another one free, 
Another one leaves the Org, 
*Beck! Nancy! Jenna! WAKE UP! another leaves the Org, and 
Tick, tock, tick  
Tick, tock, tick  
 
The “inchwives” say just what they’re told, and cry those croc’dile tears, 
But anyone in the Sea Org knows, you don’t see your spouse for years. 
They they’d never ever see their kids, if they didn’t say their lines, 
Or even worse, they’d go t’be with Shelly, who we hear is doing “fine,” but 
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Tick, tock, tick 
Another one leaves the Org 
Tick, tock, tick 
Another one leaves the Org 
And another one free, and another one free, 
Another one leaves the Org, 
*Hey, OSA! you better listen, up! another leaves the Org, and 
Tick, tock, tick  
Tick, tock, tick  
 
Little Davey, better say your prayers, you better hide up in your room, 
‘Coz you can’t stop the march of time from bringing in your doom, 
Lies can only last so long, and one day they’ll come for you, 
And I’ll be cheering right along with everyone who ever blew, ‘coz 
 
Tick, tock, tick 
Another one leaves the Org 
Tick, tock, tick 
Another one leaves the Org 
And another one free, and another one free, 
Another one leaves the Org, 
*Hey Davey, ya know Karma sucks! another leaves the Org, and 
Tick, tock, tick  
Tick, tock, tick  
 
 
The lines marked with asterisks (*) in the chorus can be altered to suit, e.g. “Hey [name of friend still in Sea Org], 
we’ll be here for you!”, or “Hey [name of Celebrity Scientologist], open up your eyes!”, or even “Sorry, Tom [or 
Kirstie],  we don’t want you.” 
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Sea Org Rhapsody 
 
Is this the whole track? 
Is this just fantasy? 
Caught in a comm. ev. 
No escape from the RTC 
Shut down your eyes 
Sell those blue skies and see 
He’s just a bully; he’ll get no sympathy 
Because he’s easily gone psycho 
Overts high, ethics low 
Anyway the staff blows, just so long as they get free, get free. 
 
Davey, you killed someone,  
You told her she was clear,  
But you filled her mind with fear, 
Davey, her life had just begun, 
But then you went and threw it all away, 
Davey (wooo),  
Didja mean to let her die? 
And if you can’t own up to your own damn crimes 
Carry on, carry on, as if nothing really matters. 
 
Too late, your time has come 
I hope it chills your spine 
That you’re running out of time 
Cheer, now, everybody – his race is run 
Gotta leave his wealth behind and face the truth 
Davey, ooo - (anyway the staff blows) 
Don’t want to let you die 
Until you wish you’d never been born at all! 
 
I see a little martinetto of a man 
COB, RTC, you will dance the hemp fandango! 
Thunderbolts and lightning - very very frightening you! 
Little Davey, Little Davey, 
Little Davey, Little Davey, 
Little Davey COB – of RTC!!! (See, see, see…) 
 
But he’s just a bully and nobody loves him 
He's just a bully, splitting up families 
Sparing no one from his monstrosity 
Easily gone psycho - will we let him go? 
Fuck Davey! No - we will not let him go - let him go 
Fuck Davey! We will not let him go - let him go 
Fuck Davey! We will not let him go - let him go 
Will not let him go - let him go (never) 
Never let him go - let him go 
Never let him go - ooo 
No, no, no, no, no, no, no - 
Oh Xenu never, Xenu never, Xenu never let him go 
For Hubbard’s Beast has a devil put aside, Davey 
Davey, 
Da-veeeeeeeeeee –  
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So you think you can pull the wool over our eyes? 
So you think you can fuck them and leave them to die 
Oh Davey - can't get ‘way with this Davey, 
Truth’s gonna get out – truth’s gonna get you outta here! 
Ooh yeah, ooh yeah 
Karma really matters 
Anyone can see 
Karma really matters – Karma’s gonna set the Sea Org free. 
 
Anyway the staff blows… 
 
 
And one more by a different band, short but sweet … 
 
Just Another Clam in the Org 
 
We don’t need no Body Thetans, 
We don’t need ‘No Case On Post,’ 
Sea Org, chained up in the courseroom, 
Davey leave those clams alone! 
 
Hey! Davey! Leave those clams alone! 
All in all, it’s just another clam in the org. 
 
 

Extra Special Bonus Section – Chants 
 
Sometimes you don’t want to sing a whole song but you still want to get your point across. These are just a start; please 
feel free to add your own. 
 
Larry blew! So can you! (Or Katie, or Haggis, or any good name of a well-known ex-Scilon.) 
 
1,2,3,4, Xenu’s not secret any more – 2,3,4,5, - we’ve read the file and we’re alive 
 
Beans and rice! Beans and rice! Miscavige has the food that’s nice! 
Rice and Beans! Rice and Beans! Davey eats beyond his means! 
 
It’s not okay to have to pay! 
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Section Three – My Originals 
 

It means a lot for a composer to give up all rights to their work; I am doing so with these four songs because I believe 
strongly in the cause for which they are to be used. Sing them, record them, adapt them, make them your own. But just 
make sure however you use them, you use them to bring down the damned CO$. 
 

Copyright notice: RE: “Ballad of Ronnie The Liar,” “Diminutive Despot,” “Pour it On,” and “Names on the 
Wall”: I, the sole creator and author of these works, do hereby release these four songs to the public domain, for 
use, replication, and performance without hindrance or restriction. Karin A. Robinson, March 2015, Shelburne, 
VT, United States of America. 
 
*Ballad of Ronnie the Liar 
 
Music and Lyrics by Karin A. Robinson 
to hear the tune, see my YouTube version: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Su318qXeeU
Y&list=PL8j2WW1O3SCcG8LHm3FRplP-
3CfLBxFLJ 
 
This song was written for – is and dedicated to –  
Mr. Pete Griffiths, #1 S.P. in the UK, and one  
helluva guy. 
 
Listen up, brothers and sisters and friends, 
I’ll sing you a tale wherein we write the end. 
I sing of our comrades still trapped in the fire, 
Hounded by puppets of Ronnie the Liar. 
Even though Ronnie is many years gone, 
His evil intentions are still rolling on 
He filled all those binders with madness and hate, 
And left them the craziest way to relate: 
 
Chorus: 
If they’re O.T., drag ‘em down to the Flag and then 
Drain them of Euros and dollars and pounds, 
If they’re clear, wreck ‘em with sec-checking and 
When they go psycho, we’ll ban ‘em from grounds, 
‘Cause ever since Ron did his body-drop “trick,” 
All that we’re left with is Davey the dick. 
 
Ronnie’s first lie only sets up the scene: 
He claimed to be born on a Friday thirteenth. 
But as it was March, it is painfully clear, 
The thirteenth would fall on a Monday that year. 
His grandfather’s ranch that he claimed was so vast  
Was merely a farm with much better years past. 
And yet I’ll not dwell on the lies of himself, 
But rather the lies that he told to steal wealth. 
 
Chorus 
 

He gathered some followers of genius and tone, 
He stole their ideas and then claimed them his own, 
He bolstered his thieving with pieces and parts 
Taken from scriptures and true seekers’ hearts. 
He took all the bits and then wrote them all down, 
And put them in binders and sold ‘em around, 
And then in an arrogant, smug tour-de-force, 
He labeled himself as the only true Source. 
 
Chorus  
 
And then, when in ’86, Ron finally died, 
With two nice but brainwashed poor sods by side, 
His blood filled with drugs and his trailer with cash, 
You could say his exit was lacking in flash. 
But you know by then who polluted the scene, 
A backstabbing lad barely out of his teens. 
He’d dreamed that power’s assumed, so it’s said, 
And didn’t care who he left mangled or dead. 
 
Chorus 
 
While life under Davey grows steadily worse, 
The Sea Org’s existence a Kafkaesque curse, 
There’s still a few dozen duped millionaires yet, 
Who still send him money to fuel up his jet. 
Though blinded by graphics and deafened by fear, 
Their numbers are dwindling year after year 
But how many more folks must suffer and die 
Before these rich acolytes open their eyes?  
 
Chorus 
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*Diminutive Despot 
 
Music and Lyrics by Karin A. Robinson 
to hear the tune, see my YouTube version: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BZm7_jxCKgU&list=PL8j2WW1O3SCcG8LHm3FRplP-3CfLBxFLJ 
 
Oh David, oh David 
The diminutive despot of Scientology 
Oh David, oh David 
Do you think that your LRH’s mini-me? 
You’re almost just as crazy as the old fraud himself, 
You’re lacking in his charm, but you’ve surpassed him in wealth, 
And if moving up your bridge is the only way to mental health, 
Then, David, why isn’t it free? 
Oh, David, why can’t it be free? 
 
Oh David, oh David 
Just how many sets of books at three grand each do they need? 
Oh David, oh David 
Is it clearing the planet, or is it just greed? 
You think power is assumed so you’ve become a man of means, 
But you can’t take any argument without one of your violent scenes 
You lock up your executives and feed them rice and beans, 
Oh, David, why can’t they be free? 
Oh, David, why aren’t they free? 
 
Oh, David, oh David, 
And just what is this “bromance” with Tom all about? 
Oh, David, oh, David, 
How does having a pet film star give you spiritual clout? 
Your disconnection policy leaves families in tears, 
And even to your father now you’ve stopped up your ears. 
Why has nobody seen Shelly now for over seven years? 
Oh, David, why isn’t she free? 
Oh David, why can’t she be free? 
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*Pour it On 
 
Music and Lyrics by Karin A. Robinson 
to hear the tune, see my YouTube version: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2fDmRepJdMM&list=PL8j2WW1O3SCcG8LHm3FRplP-3CfLBxFLJ 
 
Chorus: 
Pour it on, pour it on, pour it on, pour it on 
As the rushing water wears away the stone, 
Pour it on, pour it on, pour it on, pour it on 
Wash away the lies and let the truth be shown. 
 
From the land of justice flows the river of freedom, 
But there’s people banned from drinking there, 
Now it’s time to stand and let the cleansing waters of truth flow everywhere 
 
Chorus 
 
Pour the truth upon the lies and watch them all crumble, 
Pour on light to chase the dark away, 
To the dim confusion, pour out all your knowledge to change night into day 
 
Chorus 
 
Now it’s time to re-connect the disconnected, 
To reclaim our future from the past 
Let the time come soon when every single prisoner emerges free at last! 
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*The Names on the Wall 
 
Music and Lyrics by Karin A. Robinson 
to hear the tune, see my YouTube version: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4lRB1qiErVA&list=PL8j2WW1O3SCcG8LHm3FRplP-3CfLBxFLJ 
 
This was written for the “Enough is Enough” conference in Dublin, to go along with the poster which hung in the 
hallway over the weekend. To see a jpg of the artwork, go here: https://phoenyxrose.wordpress.com/2015/02/06/the-
names-on-the-wall/ 
 
The names on the wall there were not ones I knew, 
Their families were strangers to me, 
And now I know all of them, all too well, 
And yearn for their spirits to be free. 
I yearn for the day when no parent need fear 
That their children are lost or in pain, 
I dream of the day when the cruel tyrant falls, 
And Truth ends his murderous reign. 
 
Chorus: 
For why did they die, oh, why did they die, 
And why could they never ask why, 
Enough is enough! it’s time to get tough 
Before another one dies. 
 
The slaves in the Sea Org, they toil and cringe, 
While chained in their nightmarish hell, 
I pray that each one of them finds their own way 
To wake from Miscavige’s spell. 
Each name on the wall there, a soul who had fallen, 
Their voices call out from their graves 
Their names shall now haunt me until that sweet day, 
When Time brings the justice they crave. 
 
Chorus 
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Special Bonus!!! Copy and cut out to pass to members of the public who want 
more info! Remember, knowledge is power!!! 
 

 
 
 


